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Internet Access  

The JCR has limited satellite bandwidth for all ship operations which is many times 

slower than a single average UK household.  

 

Any device connected to the ships network via a cable will have access to local 

resources (such as printing, cruise data) and the internet. Connecting via wifi gives 

access to ships systems only and not the internet. For those bringing laptops without 

a LAN port, please purchase a USB-to-LAN converter if internet access is required. 

Email  

BAS employees should continue to use Outlook which will seamlessly connect when 

they join the vessel (LAN connection only, not wifi). Other cruise members can use 

their institutional or private email account (e.g Yahoo, Gmail) either via a web portal 

or using IMAPS. 

Gmail specific settings for using IMAPS 

To use Gmail with any email client, the following settings need to be checked; 

Via the Gmail web interface - Settings -> Forwarding and POP/IMAP -> IMAP Access -

> Enable IMAP needs to be selected.  

Non BAS Devices 

Non BAS PCs, laptops, tablets and phones (Windows / Mac OSX / Linux) can be 

connected to the ships network either via wireless or wired connections. Wireless 

access is only available in the Main Lab, UIC and Conference Room, in all other areas, 

especially cabins - only wired connections can be used. Therefore; personal laptops 

need to have an Ethernet port - either built in or via a USB-to-LAN converter. We 

have only 1 or 2 converters on board so anybody taking a laptop without a built in 

port needs to bring their own converter.  
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Anti-Virus / Security  

All machines connected to the main JCR network must have a current anti-virus 

package installed. Scientific data logging machines can have this requirement relaxed 

if they are connected to the separate ship's scientific data network.  

Cruise Data  

Cruise data on the JCR is organized into legs (port to port trips); each leg contains a 

"Work" area (referred to as legwork or the L: drive) where any cruise documents, 

reports, forms and the like can be stored and shared amongst the cruise participants.  

 

Cruise data will be taken back to BAS Cambridge by the IT support on board - copies 

can then be downloaded over the internet. PSOs / scientists who want to take their 

own copy back from the ship should provide their own portable hard drive or other 

media and ask the IT support on board to make a copy for them.  

 

Telephone calls  

Telephone access is possible direct from your cabin. All personal calls must be routed 

via 0800 access codes from a calling card.  

Various calling cards are available via the Internet. The Post Office offer a calling card 

that is good value, but are only available over the counter of any Post Office. Tesco 

also sell calling cards at their checkouts, but they charge a daily fee from the time of 

purchase. 

 

IT roles/instrument operation 

IT support engineers are trained to install and maintain science instrumentation, but 

not operate it for the science party. (e.g running the ADCP, CTD or EM122). IT 

engineers do not have the scientific background to check these systems are 

producing meaningful data. It is the responsibility of the science party to check the 

data collected is of the quality required. 

 

 


